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Minutes of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee meeting held in the Council Chamber,
Canterbury Regional Council, 200 Tuam Street,
Christchurch on Tuesday 13 June 2017 starting at 1pm
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Lance Kenyon
Karaitiana Taiuru
Sharon Hampstead-Tipene

Christchurch-West Melton
Selwyn-Waihora
Lower/Upper Waitaki

Christchurch City Council
Cr Sara Templeton
District Council Representatives
Mayor Sam Broughton
Mayor Winton Dalley
Peter McIlraith

Mid Canterbury
North Canterbury
South Canterbury

Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu
Rebecca Clements
Ngā Rūnanga
Nigel Harris
Riki Lewis
Councillors
Cr Rod Cullinane
Cr Claire McKay
Central Government Observer
Nick Vincent (MFE)
Canterbury District
Observer
Dr Alastair Humphrey

Health

Board

In attendance
Stephen Bragg (Tangata Whenua Facilitator, Environment Canterbury), Nadeine Dommisse
(Senior Manager Operational Support, Environment Canterbury), Anita Fulton (Senior
Strategy Advisor – Water & Land, Environment Canterbury), Dennis Jamieson (Project Leader
Water Infrastructure, Environment Canterbury), Peter Ramsden (Tangata Whenua Facilitator,
Canterbury Water Management Strategy), Dann Olykan (Principal Strategy Advisor Water,
Environment Canterbury), Ian Whitehouse (Zone Facilitator, Environment Canterbury), Lesley
Woudberg (Team Leader Zone Facilitator, Environment Canterbury), Cindy Butt (Team
Leader Governance Services, Environment Canterbury).

Welcome
Members were advised Jane Demeter was Acting Chairperson for this meeting. The meeting
was opened at 1 pm and Peter Ramsden delivered an opening karakia.

Member introductions and welcome
The Chairperson invited members to introduce themselves to the Committee.
1

Apologies
Apologies were received and accepted from Chairperson Andy Pearce, Hugh Canard
(Community Representative), Cole Groves (Community Representative), Nicky Hislop
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(Community Representatives) Ben Curry (ZC Ashburton), Michele Hawke (ZC HurunuiWaiau), John Talbot (ZC Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora), David Higgins (Nga Rūnanga),
Murray Doak (MPI), Jenny Ridgen (MPI).
2

Conflicts of interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.

3

Minutes of the previous meeting 11 April 2017
(Refer pages 4 - 13 of agenda)

Corrections:
3.1

Item 5.1, Correspondence Letter to the Chief Executive of Environment
Canterbury, Page 7, include an additional comment to say: “Encourage
Environment Canterbury to take a lead in furthering mitigation measures in their
discussions.”

3.2

Item 7.3, Zone Committee Updates, Christchurch West Melton, Page 8, paragraph
3, correct the text “copper breaks” to read: “copper brake pads”.

The general consensus of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional
Committee:
Confirmed the minutes of the Regional Water Management Committee meeting
held on 11 April 2017 as true and correct record, with the foregoing corrections.

Attendance:
Councillor Sara Templeton (Christchurch City Council) attended the meeting at 1.10 pm.
4

Matters arising
A member requested a general business item on “Biogas”.

5

Correspondence
There was no correspondence.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
6

Zone Committee Updates
(Refer pages 14-22 of the agenda)

6.1 Waimakariri
Carolyne Latham (Waimakariri ZC representative) presented the report and
highlighted the need for good quality feedback from the workshop held in March.
Members advised of successful Immediate Steps projects carried out in the Upper
Clarence (that was a joint partnership with the Department of Conservation and
the Kaikoura ZC), and another in the Waitaki.
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Attendance
Mayor Sam Broughton (Selwyn District Council) attended the meeting at 1.15 pm.
It was noted that the Waimakariri Zone Committee was the first sub-regional to
tackle the challenges of life-style block land use, and there was much more work
to do. Members were advised that the review of the Waimate District Council
Strategy was considering life style block land use, and encouraged further
dialogue between Zone Committees and District Council’s to discuss the
challenges this type of land use posed.
6.2

Banks Peninsula
Thomas Kulpe (Banks Peninsula ZC representative) presented the report. He
advised many agencies were involved in monitoring and managing lake levels at
Lake Forsyth (Wairewa), and considered there was a need to develop a
coordinated management and monitoring framework for the Lake.
Mr Kulpe noted zone committee members were involved in a workshop with
landowners in Pigeon Bay to develop farm environment plans, and it was further
noted that a pilot project is underway working with land owners in Pigeon Bay and
Koukourārata to develop a biodiversity farm plan to meet the requirements under
the Christchurch City Council District Plan for “significant ecological sites.”

6.3

Kaikoura
Matt Hoggard (Kaikoura ZC representative) presented the report and highlighted
the following: (a) the zone committee was considering whether better water
management outcomes could be achieved through statutory processes, or from
increased on-the-ground actions; (b) Groundwater/science was a moving feast
with ongoing post-quake surface water and groundwater monitoring revealing
ground water had risen considerably in some areas whilst other areas had
experienced wells running dry. (c) Natural Hazards research was required to
explore the best options to manage post-earthquake flood risk and change in land
use.
Members were advised the “Kaikoura Waterwise Brochure” was a useful resource
to build community understanding. It was further noted the November 2016
earthquake had damaged many rural water systems and it was suggested a whole
of region approach was needed to address this problem.

6.4

Ashburton
Lesley Woudberg (Team Leader Zone Facilitator, Environment Canterbury),
presented the report on behalf of the Ashburton Zone Committee and noted zone
committee members had met with Ashburton District Councillors and landowners
from the area north of Ashburton River to discuss the challenges of farming within
limits, and subsequently will look at how the regional plan, farm environment plans
and good management practice were performing and investigate what else was
needed to assist.
Members were advised the zone committee had established a ‘Managed Aquifer
Recharge Governance Group’ to look at a proposal for a managed aquifer
recharge scheme for the Hinds Catchment. Staff will keep the committee updated
on progress with this project and noted it was a one year trial that included raising
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groundwater levels and reducing nitrates. In terms of a preferred recharge
technique it was noted it may include changing to smaller shingle pit sites, to refine
management manipulation.
6.5

Lower and Upper Waitaki
Sandra Hampstead-Tipene (Lower and Upper Waitaki ZC representative)
presented the report and advised work was being done to prioritise action points
from the Zone Implementation Programme (ZIP) addendums, and the committee
is continuing to work with other parties towards improved facilities for visitors at
water based recreation points (such as better carparks, toilets, rubbish and
signage). Ms Hampstead-Tipene noted concern of a proposal to pipe water from
Takatua into Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora had not consulted with local Rūnanga,
Environment Canterbury or the Zone Committee.
Members were advised that Zone Manager (Michael Hyde) was providing
guidance to applicants on who to consult with.

6.6

Hurunui-Waiau
Mayor Winton Dalley (North Canterbury representative) gave a verbal update on
behalf of the Hurunui-Waiau ZC and advised a major issue impacting the
community was determining the timing and extent of a review of the Hurunui Waiau
Plan. He said the timing of a substantial review could be problematic and costly
for the community.

6.7

Selwyn-Waihora
Karaitiana Taiuru (Selwyn-Waihora representative) gave a verbal update and
advised an investigation by Environment Canterbury about the dumping of road
debris into the river at Arthurs Pass had concluded the debris were a temporary
placement that would not impact the river.
Mr Taiuru informed members of several matters as follows: the ZC had
coordinated a series of public meetings at Lincoln University on the topic of water
quality; media criticism about allegations of using ‘wrong science’ had been
resolved; farmers in the area had given positive feedback about the mahinga kai
facilitator that had been working with them to identify cultural values in land
management areas to include in farm management plans.
Members were advised of a full day braided rivers workshop being held at Lincoln
University on 29 June.
A member commended the committee for its initiative to hold water quality forum
at Lincoln University.

6.8

Christchurch West Melton
Lance Kenyon (Christchurch West Melton ZC representative) gave a verbal
update and noted community representatives who attended a Heathcote River
meeting raised concerns that plantings were not native species, and upgrades
were not working in the environment and needed a consolidated approach. He
informed members of several matters as follows: initiatives were progressing in
the red zone such as using the lake for rowing. A communications plan was being
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developed to promote water conservation, and work was ongoing in the Port Hills
recovery programme.
The general consensus of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee:
Receives the Zone Committee Update reports.

7

CWMS Draft Target Update
Dann Olykan (Principal Strategy Advisor Water, Environment Canterbury) presented the
report that outlined 34 target areas for 2020. He advised that 10 of the 34 targets had
been identified as high risk. A table appended to the report described each target and
update comments. Mr Olykan sought feedback from members on the update
commentary, and recommended a group be established to finalise a targets report to
present to the Mayoral Forum.
Members deliberated the high risk targets and noted the following: was there any
monitoring taking place to address the gaps from now until 2020?; health costs are not
built in, and suggested a human environment target be added to address the impacts of
not doing anything; likewise consider the impact of not doing anything in terms of
kaitiakitanga and native fish; there was an inconsistent approach around analysis, need
to gather real data and model it; question around the methodology – reducing volume
may not lead to efficiency. It was suggested an enquiry be made with the authors of the
state of the environment report to come up with an approach for measuring the cost of
“doing nothing”.

Attendance
John Talbot attended the meeting at 2.46 pm.
The meeting broke into groups to workshop specific high risk target areas, and the
following feedback was received:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Target 136 - engage the assistance of a Health Economist (e.g. Ian Sherran)
Target 108 – instead of measuring the benefit gained per unit of water, change it to
measure water per unit
Target 135 – consider employing a professional to report triple bottom line
accounting. Intangibles such as community, business resilience, mental health etc.
needed to be considered. Gains – the cost of loss of schemes.
Target 108 - Can you measure the reduction of excess water used. Cost vs benefit
– undertake a true cost/benefit analysis, not just a cost utility analysis.
Targets 72, 68 and 73 (Kaitiakitanga) – the targets are the wrong way around.
Rangatiratanga drives kaitiakitanga. The Kaitiakitanga targets should be mana
whenua driven and assisted by TRONT. Need the right parameters and attributes
(such as eco systems, biodiversity) to achieve good stewardship. Only iwi can
determine what these parameters are. Taxonomy – whakapapa, how link together
is important. Revisit the 3 targets and decide on cultural indicators that include
aspirations to determine the outcome for each target.
Target 19 – suggest another survey be undertaken. Individual organisations data
cannot be relied on. Need to facilitate collaboration between the Department of
Conservation, Environment Canterbury, NIWA and Fish & Game.
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Members were advised the CWMS strategy includes an obligation to produce a targets
report and to provide an update on targets progress.
The general consensus of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional
Committee:
1.

Notes the discussion on the 10 challenging targets for 2020 as outlined in
the appended table.

2.

Establishes a “Task and Finish” group comprising Ross Millichamp
(Community
Representative),
Vicky
Southworth
(Community
Representative), Thomas Kulpe (Banks Peninsula Representative), Hugh
Canard (Community Representative), Jane Demeter (Community
Representative) and Carolyne Latham (Waimakariri ZC representative) to
provide feedback on the final draft of the targets report.

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 3.10 pm for afternoon tea and reconvened at 3.19 pm.
9

Recreation and Amenity Draft Swimming Report
Ken Hughey made a presentation to the committee via skype that discussed the
“Recreation and Amenity Draft Swimming Report”.
Members sought and received clarification on a number of matters outlined in the
presentation and the following feedback was noted: it would be good to return to option
2c; test sites were not analysed – is it possible to go back to the expert panel to review
particular sites; people may not be swimming at popular sites because of the large
volume of people using them; the draft report excluded estuaries on Banks Peninsula;
the general consensus of the Committee agreed Environment Canterbury encourages
local authorities and the Canterbury Health Board to support facilities, signage and edata at swimming sites; undertake a survey to understand user rates and demand for
freshwater swimming; be careful about associated liability risks if promoting swimming;
concern about the cost to monitor and the cost to not monitor.

10

Drinking Water Update
(Refer pages 44-46 of the agenda)
Anita Fulton (Senior Strategy Advisor – Water & Land, Environment Canterbury)
presented the report that updated members about the Havelock North Drinking Water
Inquiry noting the timeline to lodge submissions was very tight. Members discussed the
importance of protecting water at the source.
The general consensus of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional
Committee:
Receives the Drinking Water Update Report.
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8

Working Group Updates
(Refer pages 30-42 of the agenda)
8.1

Education and Communication Working Group Update
Gerard Raymond (Lead Advisor CWMS & Zone Delivery) presented the report that
updated members about the next phase of the “Farming at Good Management
Practice” campaign that would focus more on the urban community, and will
include seminars in the Selwyn area. Maps showing the number and location of
Enviroschools in the Canterbury area were provided. It was noted a cultural
mapping initiative, to use Māori names, was underway. A member noted the
importance of social media as an effective communication tool.

11

General business
Biogas facilities on farms
Vicky Southworth made a verbal presentation that discussed biogas facilities on farms.
She explained the process of collecting methane to generate electricity, and advised
NIWA had developed a system for the NZ environment that was viable at farms who
operate 600+ cattle and effluent pond systems. She suggested information about biogas
facilities on farms is communicated to famers noting there are two systems operating in
Canterbury, and ten in New Zealand. At facilities tested, electricity savings of $20k per
year had been reported. The system promotes greenhouse gas emissions reduction and
reduces corrosion and odour issues. It was considered the biogas concept be presented
through the Zone Committees.
A member noted there was opportunity to pull together a toolkit of smart technology
ideas and apply for MBIE funding.
Members commented that farmers are aware of the biogas technology and signalled it
was up to industry leaders to promote it.

8

Working Group Updates /continued
(Refer pages 30-42 of the agenda)
8.2

Infrastructure
Ross Millichamp (Community Representative) presented the report and
advised the Infrastructure Working Group had discussed the use of fish screens
and the potential role for the working group to be involved in developing better
solutions with stakeholders. Mr Millichamp advised a meeting will be scheduled
to discuss concerns about the Rakaia flow regime.

8.3

Biodiversity
Jane Demeter gave a brief verbal update noting the Biodiversity Working Group
had an interesting combined meeting with the Infrastructure Working Group that
discussed proposed fish screen design and implementation.
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11

General Business /continued
11.1 Facilitators Update
Lesley Woudberg noted the recent governance announcement to provide $100
million to fund infrastructure projects to address the impact of tourism. It was noted
territorial authorities were already working directly with central government to
make applications for funding.
Members were advised the roadworks at Arthurs Pass were regularly monitored
and currently there were no environmental concerns. Ms Woudberg informed the
committee about upcoming events and in particular noted representatives from the
CWMS Regional Committee will present the targets report to the August mayoral
forum meeting.

Attendance
Riki Lewis (Nga Rūnanga Representative) left the meeting at 5.02 pm

The meeting closed at 5.05 pm.

Confirmed

Date

_______________

Chairperson ________________
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Item 3, Attachment 1

River and Lake Swimming in the
Canterbury Region

Presentation to the Regional Committee of the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Ken Hughey, Lincoln University
13 June 2017

Context and purpose
• Swimming in freshwater is an important recreational
activity occurring in rivers and lakes across Canterbury.
• Unfortunately there is little ‘hard’ data about the nature
and extent of the activity or of the issues it faces.
• The purpose of the River and Lake Swimming in the
Canterbury Region report is to identify the key freshwater
swimming sites in Canterbury, to characterise their most
important attributes and to identify those most important.
• Today I will summarise the methods used, present key
findings, and talk about opportunities from this work.

Methods
Used the River Values Assessment System (RiVAS) tool (applied to swimming
elsewhere). Key steps are:
• Establish an Expert Panel to run the process and to fill quantitative gaps with
expert knowledge/ experience.
• Develop or refine primary attributes (and associated indicators) of swimming.
• Collection of primary data from three main sources:
– An on-line survey run mid 2016 to determine where people swam and to tell us
about key characteristics/issues associated with their preferred sites
– Visits to schools across the region with an emphasis on rural areas
– ECan data on water quality and related parameters.
• Two workshops were held in the 2nd half of 2016 to integrate the data and assess
against a list of sites or reaches; complemented then by peer review of the results
and checking with all 10 zone committees.

Swimming in Canterbury: what is swimming?
• ‘Swimming’ comes in two main forms:
– actual swimming where people go to a lake or a hole in a river and
swim – this is mainly teenagers and older;
– paddling on edges of lakes or rivers or in small streams – this is mainly
parents and young children.

• I think we have been preoccupied with the former and this is a
mistake, but quantifying the latter extraordinarily hard!
• For example - Waiau near Ferry Bridge crossing is interesting:
many use holes in the Waiau near the Waiau-Hanmer Stm
confluence for swimming (the 1st group); many use Hanmer
Stream for paddling (the 2nd group).

Existing resources
• There is information and there is data, but it is mixed
• Some appears comprehensive, Sutherland and Elley 2003, but
actually is incredibly general; there is the CL&WRP schedule
of rivers and lakes commonly used for bathing but it really
misses a lot; and there is the very useful Bolton-Ritchie and
Robinson (2015) WQ and contact recreation report.
• Together they shed light on what is out there, but our new
research has identified much, much more …

On-line survey: some general observations
• 1371 respondents: 61% female; 87% NZ European & 7% Maori; 42%
Christchurch, 18% Timaru etc; 30% 12-19yrs old, 37% 36-55yrs old
• 64% swim in freshwater rivers or lakes in Canterbury
• Of these 635 identified a swimming location – some challenging to
pinpoint! Next slide …
• In terms of water quantity - 87% said there was usually enough
• 614 reported on facilities - about 1/3 to ½ the sites swum at had a toilet
• About ½ of respondents swim at sites where on a typical day just a few
(<10 people are swimming)
• About ½ sites are used mainly by local people; 23% by locals and tourists
• Water quality responses really interesting! Slide after next …
• 49% said there are sites they no longer swim at – see later: enlightening!

Swim sites - general

Perceptions of water quality by major water
catchment grouping, and by two key rivers
Insights:
• Overall mean on 0 (bad) to 5 (great) sliding
scale = 3.57 (i.e., adequate to good)
• Rivers and lakes with mountain catchments
have better water quality than those in
lowland areas

Perceptions of water quality at up- and downstream sites on the Ashley and Selwyn rivers

Sites no longer used by
respondents
Sites reported as not being swum at any longer (N=313;
sites with 5 or more respondents)
80

N of respondents

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Insights:
• Lowland lakes hit
• Lowland rivers and
streams hit
• Large rivers and
mountain lakes hardly
mentioned, except the
Waimakariri

Results – reliability test with ZCs
• Mostly very good alignment
• Comments included philosophy that all water bodies should be suitable for
contact recreation – yes, but …
• At least two ZCs questioned why use reaches as opposed to specific sites
– we did use both but …
• At least 2 ZCs questioned water quality findings for main stems of big
braided rivers, esp Rakaia and Rangitata …
• A lot of additional information, esp from Upper Waitaki
• Additions: Kaikoura (+6), Hurunui-Waiau (2(3)), Waimakariri (+1), SelwynWaihora (+2 including Cave Stream), Upper Waitaki (+5)
• No other changes to indicators suggested so very encouraging – although
one question about water temperature
• Decided to keep results in two forms: whole of Canterbury, and by zone.
Latter allows ZCs to concentrate on their swim sites alone.

Overall report findings
• ECan staff worked closely with MfE to ensure the indicators we
used were compatible with national level
• Expert panel agreed on final scoring of indicators and rankings
• Despite varying the weightings for indicators some sites scored
higher than might otherwise have been expected – water temp
effect?
• Total 105 ‘sites’ identified (before ZC input). We know there are
others but this is a much improved knowledge base
• Much data have been gathered for each site – some
quantitative, some perceptual, some expert knowledge: this can
be built on.

Canterbury river and lake swim sites - ranked
Physical attributes

Water quality aspects (Note that if a very high corr G&H then just G)

Swimming
holes

Variable water
depth

Algae and- or weed
(aesthetic appeal)

Max water
depth

Morphological
variability

G/lines compliance

1<2m, 2=23m, 3>3m

1=low,
2=med,
3=high

Toxic Algae

Water Quality

0= 100% likelihood of toxic
algae present (above 20%
coverage); 1= either 2-4
0= consistently very
times in 5 year period, or
poor or poor (5/5
more than 2 months in
years); 1= at least 4/5
swimming season; 2=
years fair; 2=
either once in every five
consistently fair; 3=
years, or short bloom
consistently good or
affecting >1month of
very good
swimming season; 3=
never been observed
above 20% coverage

1>50%, 2=25-50%,
3<25% (maximum
coverage)

Environment

Users

Facilities & Access

Water clarity

Surrounding
Environment

Horizontal
visibility

Overall rating

No swmrs/ peak
Presence facilities Public or Private
day

1=low, 2=mod,
3=high

0= no public
access;
0= no known
1=access across
swimmers 1=
0= Typically no 1=nothing, other
private land;
family/ friends one; 1=few (<10), (but no toilet),
2=public walking
and locals; 2=
2=toilet only,
2=mod (10-20),
(or off road
3=toilet + other
tourists; 3=locals 3=many (>20)
vehicles);
and tourists
3=public road
and walking

1<1.6m,
2=1.6-3m,
3>3m

Origin of users

Level of use

Facilities

Access

Origin of users *2; Level of use * 3

EP estimate

Catchment, river or
lake name

Reach (*= Listed in
L&WRP as a
swimming site)

EP estimate

ECan data + EP estimate

ECan SFRG
assessment (rainfall
adjusted) and EP &
perceptions (in red)

ECan data + EP input

EP estimate

Survey data +
EP

EP estimate

Survey data +
EP

Survey data + EP

Comment

ECan data and
EP
Sum
(Maximum
score = 42)

Environment Canterbury comments about
monitoring locations and observations

Rank (N= 105 'reaches')

Associated values and Hazards - from
the EP assessment. Note this is not an
exclusive list of either.

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

41

Other values: Campground, native bush
1 adjacent, kayaking. Hazards: Sand flies

Lake Clearwater*

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

41

1 Other values: Trout fishing. Hazards:

Ashburton lakes

Lake Camp*

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

41

Other values: Boating facilities, camping
1 area. Hazards:

Rakaia River

Gorge

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

40

Other values: Jet boating, salmon fishing.
4 Hazards: boats, big river

Upper Waitaki Basin Lake Ruataniwha*

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

40

Other values: Trout angling. Hazards:
4 Duck itch reportedly present 2016

Benmore - Haldon
Upper Waitaki Basin Arm

3

2

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

40

Other values: Boating and trout fishing.
4 Hazards: boats

Upper Waitaki Basin Lake Waitaki

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

40

4 Other values: Fishing. Hazards:

Upper Waitaki Basin Lake Tekapo

3

2

3

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

39

Other values: Hazards: Very cold most of
8 the time, strong wind issues

Ashley

Gorge*

Ashburton lakes

0.5km either side of picnic spot

3

2

2

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

39

Other values: Boating, fishing, camping.
8 Hazards: boats

Benmore - Ahuriri
Upper Waitaki Basin Arm

Water quality - Combination of Sailors
Cutting and Pumpkin Bay

3

2

2

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

39

Other values: Boating and fishing.
8 Hazards: boats

Upper Waitaki Basin Lake Aviemore*

Water quality - Based on Waitangi not Te
Akatarawa or Loch Laird site

8 Other values: Fishing. Hazards:

Upper Waitaki Basin Lake Benmore*

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

39

Waipara

Waipara - Boys
Brigade Camp*

3

2

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

38

Other values: Swimming hole - man
12 made. Hazards:

Waimakariri River

Upper to & including
gorge bridge

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

38

Other values: salmon fishing, boating.
12 Hazards: boats, big river

Waimakariri lakes

Lake Lyndon

no data for variables

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

38

Other values: Fishing and camping and
12 boating. Hazards: boats

Te Moana River

Gorge

Water quality - at Gorge

3

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

2

3

3
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15 Other values: Hazards:

Waiau

Upper

Above Leslie Hills (focus Ferry bridge and
above)

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

2

1

3

36

Other values:Near tourist town of
Hanmer, fishing, boating. Hazards: big
16 river, boats

Hurunui-Waiau Zone swim sites and relative rankings in a Canterbury context
Physical attributes
Swimming
Variable
holes
water depth

Algae and- or weed (aesthetic
appeal)

Max water Morphologic
depth
al variability

G/lines compliance

1<2m, 2=23m, 3>3m

Catchment, river
or lake name

Reach (*= Listed
in L&WRP as a
swimming site)

Waipara

Waipara - Boys
Brigade Camp*

Waiau

Upper

Hurunui River

Mandamus to
SH7*

Clarence

Upper

Hurunui lakes

Environment Canterbury comments
about monitoring locations and
observations

Water quality aspects (Note that if a very high corr G&H then just G)

EP
estimate

1=low,
2=med,
3=high

Toxic Algae

Water Quality

Water clarity

Horizontal
visibility

Users

Surrounding
Origin of users
Environment

Overall rating

0= 100% likelihood of toxic algae
present (above 20% coverage); 1=
0= consistently
either 2-4 times in 5 year period, or very poor or poor
more than 2 months in swimming
(5/5 years); 1= at
1<1.6m,
1=low, 2=mod,
season; 2= either once in every five least 4/5 years fair; 2=1.6-3m,
3=high
3>3m
years, or short bloom affecting
2= consistently fair;
>1month of swimming season; 3=
3= consistently
never been observed above 20% good or very good
coverage

1>50%, 2=25-50%, 3<25%
(maximum coverage)

EP estimate

Environment

ECan data + EP estimate

ECan SFRG
assessment
(rainfall adjusted) EP estimate
and EP &
perceptions (in red)

ECan data + EP input

Facilities & Access

Level of use

Facilities

Access

No swmrs/
peak day

Presence facilities

Public or Private

0= no public
access; 1=access
across private
land; 2=public
walking (or off
road vehicles);
3=public road and
walking

0= no known
swimmers 1= 0= Typically no
1=nothing, other
family/ friends
one; 1=few
(but no toilet),
and locals; 2= (<10), 2=mod
2=toilet only,
(10-20),
tourists;
3=toilet + other
3=locals and 3=many (>20)
tourists

Origin of users *2; Level of use * 3 (Macimum score =
42) (N= 104 'reaches')

Survey data + Survey data +
Sum
Survey data + EP ECan data and EP
EP
EP
(Maximum
score =
42)

EP estimate

Rank (N= 105 'reaches')

Comment

Associated values and Hazards - from the
EP assessment. Note this is not an
exclusive list of either.

3

2

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

3

3
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Other values: Swimming hole - man
12 made. Hazards:

Above Leslie Hills (focus Ferry bridge
and above)

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

2

1

3

36

Other values:Near tourist town of Hanmer,
16 fishing, boating. Hazards: big river, boats

SH1

3

3

2

1

1

3

2

3

2

3

3

33

Other values:Salmon and trout ishing and
22 boating. Hazards: Boats

At Jack's Pass

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

1

1

3

3

31

Other values: Trout fishing. Hazards:
Occasional willows, didymo and slippery
30 algae

Loch Katrine

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

1

1

3

3

30

Other values: Boating and trout fishing,
35 camping. Hazards: Boats

Hurunui River

Upper

3

3

1

2

3

3

3

1

1

3

3

29

Other values: Kayaking and trout fishing.
40 Hazards: big river, willows

Clarence

Gorge

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

28

Other values: Rafting and kayaking.
45 Hazards: Undercut banks, willows

Waiau

Hanmer River

No monitoring data

1

2

1

1

2

3

2

1

3

1

3

27

51 Other values: Picnicking. Hazards: Willows

Hurunui River

Waitohi

1.6km up from Hurunui Confluence.
Swimming site further upstream.

2

2

2

3

2

3

2

1

1

3

3

27

51 Other values: Camping. Hazards: Willows

Hurunui lakes

Lake Taylor

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

1

0

3

3

27

Other values: Boating, Trout fishing,
51 Camping. Hazards: Boats

Waiau

Mason

SH70

1

2

1

3

2

2

2

1

2

3

2

26

60 Other values: Hazards: Willows

Waiau

Leslie Hills to
Waiau

at Leslie Hills and Waiau

2

2

2

1

2

1

3

1

2

1

3

25

Other values: Jet boating. Trout fishing.
70 Hazards: Willows and Boats

Hurunui lakes

Lake Sumner

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

1

0

1

2

25

Other values: Trout fishing, Boating.
70 Hazards: Boats

Hurunui River

Below SH7 to
sea*

3

3

2

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

3

24

Other values: Salmon and trout fishing,
76 Jet boating. Hazards: Willows, Boats

Conway

SH1 to sea
(concentrated
around SH1)

1

2

1

3

2

3

2

1

1

1

3

23

81 Other values: Hazards:

Waiau

Below Waiau to
sea

Includes manmade hole at Waiau
township

3

3

2

2

0

1

3

1

1

1

3

23

Other values: Salmon and trout fishing,
Jet boating. Hazards: willows, big river,
81 boating

Waipara

Waipara - other

At Laidmore Road (far above other
site)

1

2

1

2

2

3

2

1

1

1

3

22

87 Other values: Hazards: Willows, algae

SH1

ZC workshop
additions

Hurunui River

Bach settlement
bridge and below

3

3?

?

?

3

3

3

3

3

3

Other values: Salmon and trout fishing,
Jet boating, Whitebaiting. Hazards:
willows, big river, boating

Waiau River

Boyle Lodge and
baches area

3

3?

?

?

3

3

3

3

0

3

Other values: Trout fishing, Tramping.
Hazards:

Most important sites – characteristics
and issues
• Characteristics:
– At road ends or on highways, gorges with defined pools or lakes with
defined beaches, near towns or cities or holiday locations – not
surprising

• Clear from looking at important sites that there are issues with
some, e.g.,
– Lack of access signs (except for angling)
– Lack of e-data: flow, water quality, hazards, facilities – need for an
app/link to ECan website that is user friendly
– Lack of facilities at some, e.g., Lake Ruataniwha
– Some no longer ‘swimmable’ due to water quantity/quality - Selwyn at
Coes; others suffering from easily manageable issues, e.g., Waitohi
‘Gorge’ in Nth Cant from choking with willows

Where to next?
• Most zones contain freshwater sites valuable and important for
swimming
• Each zone should identify the sites it will promote and seek to
have them managed appropriately, e.g., in H-W include:
– Lower Hanmer Stm and junction with Waiau – signage, track
maintenance and facilities;
– Balmoral – signage and water quality;
– Waitohi ‘Gorge’ at campground – signage and willow control

• Regional Ctte should work with ECan and District and Health
agencies to develop an ‘App’ and links to web sites for overall
promotion and real time access to key information
• Master spreadsheet should be re evaluated to check progress
with the CWMS, i.e, indicator scores should improve over time.

Agenda Item No: 6

Subject Matter: Waimakariri Groundwater

Report:

Date of Meeting: 8 August 2017

Regional Water Management
Committee

Report By: Dr Tim Davie – Chief Scientist, Environment Canterbury
Purpose
Provide an update on the latest groundwater modelling and science from the Waimakariri
zone.

Report
25 July 2017
Waimakariri sub-regional pushed out to inform good decisions
The Waimakariri sub-regional planning process has been lengthened to allow more time to
reach an agreed understanding on the nature of groundwater movements under the
Waimakariri River north of Christchurch.
This will give the Zone Committee and the community more time to consider how best to deal
with the freshwater and ecological issues facing the zone, which includes river flows, surface
water quality, as well as groundwater recharge and movement.
The Zone Implementation Programme Addendum – the package of recommendations
prepared by the Waimakariri Zone Committee for Environment Canterbury and Waimakariri
District Council – is now likely to be completed in September 2018, rather than December this
year.
In the coming months, more scientific work will be undertaken, including the drilling of nine
wells alongside the Waimakariri River north of Christchurch, followed by a piezometric 1 survey
of around 80 wells across the zone to better understand groundwater flows and measure water
quality.
Over the past 20 years, scientists working on the Waimakariri groundwater system have
developed a good understanding of how water from the Waimakariri River enters the shallow
groundwater system south of the river and flows towards Christchurch, where it replenishes
the aquifers under the city.

1

A piezometric survey is a survey of groundwater levels across an area at a single given point
in time.
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There is, however, some uncertainty over what happens at deeper levels in what is a complex
system, and over longer periods of 50 to 100 years.
Three clusters of three wells are being drilled alongside the Waimakariri River. At each site,
there will be a shallow (50m), a medium (100m) and a deep well (150m). Measurements will
be taken of groundwater levels, as well as water quality and geochemistry.
The new data from the wells and the piezometric survey will be analysed by the technical
group overseeing the investigations, which includes scientists from Environment Canterbury,
Lincoln AgriTech, GNS, as well as consultant experts.
The scientific investigations and modelling should be completed by the end of the year.

Community process to develop freshwater solutions
The Waimakariri Water Management Zone Committee is leading a community process to
develop a solutions package for freshwater, as part of the collaborative Canterbury Water
Management Strategy.
This started in late 2016, and continued early this year, with a series of community meetings
to discuss the current state of freshwater, future scenarios, as well as looking at land use and
urban development issues. Discussions also included what could potentially be done to protect
and improve freshwater for now and for the future.
Since then Environment Canterbury’s science team has been analysing data and developing
a groundwater model to provide the information needed to make good decisions.
Once the science work is completed (expected to be in December), the Zone Committee and
the community will assess the information, and next year the committee will develop a
programme of recommendations (called a Zone Implementation Programme Addendum)
which will go to Environment Canterbury, Waimakariri District Council, and other
organisations.
The recommendations will be used by Environment Canterbury to set water quality and
allocation limits for the Waimakariri zone, through a plan change to the Canterbury Land &
Water Regional Plan.
The Waimakariri work is one of a series of plan changes to the Canterbury Land & Water
Regional Plan (introduced by Environment Canterbury in 2012) to provide more specific rules
to manage water quantity and quantity for each major catchment.
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Agenda Item No: 7

Subject Matter: Zone Committee Updates

Report:

Date of Meeting: 8 August 2017

Regional Water Management
Committee

Report By: Zone Committee Representatives
Purpose
Provide the Regional Committee with an update on the issues and priorities of each zone
committee and to discuss regional themes and options where the regional committee could
add value.

Report
Hurunui – Waiau Zone Committee
The zone committee has agreed nine issues it wants fixed or substantially progressed over
the next 18 months. These include:
•

Fixing the “10% rule” issue;

•

Considering deferring a review of water take consents (with respect to the Hurunui Plan
minimum flows) to lever more action to improve water quality;

•

Water quality limits for Waiau River;

•

Braided river bed management.

Fixing some of the issues will require changes to the Hurunui Waiau Plan either “now” or in
2023 when the HWRRP is reviewed.
Technical information is being brought together and analysed over the next few months. This
information will be tested with the Science Stakeholders Group and brought to the committee
in October and November. This will inform the committee’s evaluation, late this year and early
in 2018, on the options to fix the first three issues. An approach to braided river bed
management is being developed by the committee’s biodiversity sub group and will be brought
to the committee in September.
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Christchurch - West Melton Zone Committee
Christchurch West Melton Zone Committee has been working on the top two contaminants
affecting urban waterways – sediment and metals (zinc and copper).
Sediment (settled and suspended)
ZC Actions:
Support
- launch Erosions and Sediment Control Tool Box
- new techniques eg. compost, soil stabilisers
Immediate Steps
- priority Port Hills
Raise Awareness
Zinc and Copper
ZC Actions:
Facilitated
- workshop with ECan, CCC, MFE, MPI and University
of Canterbury to develop a strategy to raise awareness
at all levels of government and the community
Championed
- trial copper free brake pads on 12 ECan vehicles
Raise Awareness

Source

Construction
Unestablished surfaces
(earthquake and Port Hills Fire)

Roads and vehicles
Source

Brake pads
Tyres
Building cladding

The committee has also been working to identify risks to groundwater in the “groundwater
protection zone” by ground truthing land use maps and working with ECan to estimate the
nitrogen loss. The average nitrogen loss for the area is estimated as 8kg/ha. Committee
members are now turning their attention to other possible risk areas such as an old rubbish
dump on Johns Road and developments around the Airport.
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Selwyn-Waihora Zone Committee
Seven seminars at Lincoln University are being hosted by the Selwyn Waihora Zone
Committee and moderated by Sue Jarvis (Lincoln University). Each seminar is being provided
twice – once at lunchtime (midday to 12.50pm) and once in the evening (7.30 – 9.00pm). The
seminars are fortnightly, with four to date.
With crowds of 70 to 130 turning out on cold winter’s lunchtimes and evenings every fortnight
since June, the popularity of the seminars demonstrates the high level of interest in the
region’s water issues.
The seminars have given our community a chance to understand the complex water issues in
their area, and to ask the challenging questions. Perspectives of scientists, researchers,
rūnanga and industry group representatives have all been covered, demonstrating that
Selwyn’s water is an integrated system where what happens on the land deeply affects what
happens in the water.
The seminars have proven to be a successful avenue for people from across our community
to get together and discuss the issues they are hearing about in the media. Whether they are
urban folk or farmers, this information is really topical and relevant right now.
A booklet has been produced to summarise the information provided in the seminars.
Videos of the seminars are available at CanterburyWater.org,nz.
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Upper Waitaki and Lower Waitaki - South Coastal Canterbury Zone Committees
Both committees have been focused on supporting the implementation of their ZIPs and
resolving any future issues.
The Lower Waitaki South Coastal Canterbury committee have formed a working group to
assist with the implementation of Plan Change 3 for South Coastal Canterbury. This will
include leaders from the collaborative process and committee members. The appeal to this
Plan Change has been withdrawn.
The Black Hole is a local swimming spot on the Waihao River that has been consistently
graded as poor. Work is now underway with localised monitoring to narrow down the area that
contributes E.coli, faecal source tracking to establish the source of E.coli, and identification of
critical source areas on adjacent properties to manage risks.
The Upper Waitaki did not meet in July, based on previous experience of having to cancel
July meetings due to weather impacts. Recently the committee committed further funding to
support the Otematata Community Wetlands project. The committee has also been raising
awareness and bringing people together to discuss the issues raised by the lack of
infrastructure to support the rapid growth in visitor number to the Upper Waitaki.
Upper and Lower Waitaki recommendations on environmental limits are given effect to through
Plan Change 5. Public meetings to explain the plan change decision will be held once appeals
are settled.
The committees will hold a joint meeting in August in Otematata, focused on the CWMS across
the Waitaki.
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Subject Matter:

Agenda Item No: 8

Report:

Regional Water Management
Committee

Report By: Dann Olykan –

Canterbury Water
Management Strategy –
Targets Report

Date of Meeting: 8 August 2017

Principal Strategy Advisor Environment Canterbury

Purpose
Provide the Regional Committee with the latest draft of the Canterbury Water Management
Strategy (CWMS) Targets Report 2017 for comment.

Report
Every two years we complete a report on progress on the CWMS Targets. At the committee
meeting in June you received a table of targets that we were finding it difficult to report on for
various reasons and you provided feedback. Since then the Working Groups have provided
feedback on specific chapters with the Communications and Education Working Group going
through the whole document. We have also received feedback from Environment Canterbury
councillors and senior management.
We are now seeking specific feedback from the committee on the appropriateness of
assignment of progress toward the 2020 targets. For example;

Not Started

Started

Progress

Good Progress

Achieving

You will have received the draft targets report attached to a separate email from Lesley
Woudberg – Regional Committee facilitator.
The draft report will be presented to the Mayoral Forum 25 August for final sign off.
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Agenda Item No: 9

Report:

Regional Water Management
Committee

Subject Matter:

Plan Change 5 – Nutrient
Management & Waitaki
Planning Provisions

Date of Meeting: 8 August 2017

Report By: Olivia Cook – Principal Planning Adviser, Environment Canterbury
Purpose
Provide an update on Plan Change 5 – Nutrient Management and Waitaki Planning
Provisions.

Report
Presentation attached.
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Item 9, Attachment 1

Plan Change 5 to the
Land and Water Regional Plan
Ashburton Zone Committee briefing
25 July 2017

Presentation Outline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Essential Information
The PC5 story
Where does PC5 apply
PC5 Outcomes
Good Management Practice
Permitted Activities/Resource Consents
Irrigation Schemes
Final Messages

Essential Info
• Rules in PC5 don’t have effect until plan
change is made operative
• Until then operative LWRP rules apply
– Resource consent required if nitrogen loss
>20kg/ha/yr consent
– Orange Zone – Consent by 1 Jan 2016
– Red Zone – Consent by 1 Jan 2017

LWRP & the PC5 Story
• NPSFM
• Community outcomes
• Degrading water
quality
• CWMS targets

Plan Change 5 Outcomes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Farming at GMP
Farming to Limits
Some flexibility for low emitters
Integrate with existing LWRP concepts
Certainty for farmers and public
Give effect to NPSFM 2014
Catchment accounting

Good Management Practice
• Narrative descriptions of GMPs
agreed by industry groups in
2015
• Narrative practices translated into
OVERSEER modelling proxies /
algorithms
• Incorporated into Plan Change 5
– GMP defined in PC5 as the ‘booklet’
– Schedule 28 & Farm Portal – the
modeling proxies

Permitted Farming Activities
• No nitrogen limits for permitted activities
• Properties <10ha exempt; or
• Property >10ha and:
– Irrigated area <50ha (additional restriction for
Red Zone)
– Winter grazing of cattle on root, vegetable
brassicas or forage crop:
• 10ha on property <100ha
• 10% of property if property between 100ha and
1000ha
• 100ha if property >1000ha; and

Permitted Activities
Other requirements
• Management Plan (Schedule 7A)
• Register your farm on Farm Portal
farmportal.govt.nz

• Update information in the Farm Portal:
– When a change in ownership occurs, or
– When you make material changes to your
farm system, or
– Every 36 months (if neither of above
applies)

Resource Consents
PC5 framework for farming activities
• Nitrogen limits that reflect GMP
‒ Before 30 June 2020 – Nitrogen Baseline
‒ After 1 July 2020 – Baseline GMP Loss Rate
‒ Always operate at GMP Loss Rate for current
activity

• Manage effects of farming activity through FEP
‒ Describe in FEP how to meet GMP Objectives &
Targets

• Have FEP audited at frequency specified in
consent.

Farmer uploads
OVERSEER
budgets to Farm
Portal

FEP Audits
performance of
farming activity

Resource
Consent
process

Farm Portal
generates report
showing N-loss at
GMP

farmportal.ecan.govt.nz
Consent granted if
N-loss less than
≤ Baseline GMP
Loss Rate*

Farmer lodges
application for
resource consent
with Farm Portal
Report

Irrigation Schemes
• Farms within an irrigation scheme permitted if
scheme has a resource consent with a nitrogen
loss limit
• Irrigation Schemes / Principal Water Suppliers
• Discharge permit required
• Nitrogen limit in Red / Orange Zones is Baseline
GMP Loss Rate except where consent has been
granted that allows for a level of intensification
• Need to prepare an Environment Management
Strategy

Final messages
• PC5 is a framework to move farming activities
to GMP.
• How PC5 affects your farm depends on your
individual circumstances (permitted/consent)
• Farms requiring a resource consent will be
capped at nitrogen loss limits that reflect GMP
• For some catchments there may be a need to
go further than GMP.

Agenda Item No: 10

Subject Matter: Working Group Updates

Report:

Date of Meeting: 8 August 2017

Regional Water Management
Committee

Report By: Dennis Jamieson, Brett Painter & Chris Keeling – Environment Canterbury
Purpose
Provide the Regional Committee with an update on the work of the undertaken by the Regional
Committee Working Groups.

Report
RIWG working group meeting notes: 11 July 2017
Present: Ross Millichamp, Jane Demeter, Andy Pearce, Vicky Southworth, Murray Doak
(MPI), Nigel Harris and others (large overlap with other working groups), Paul Hodgson (NZ
Salmon Anglers Association, Andrew Curtis (INZ)
Staff: Dennis Jamieson, Brett Painter, Chris Keeling
Apologies:
1.

Rakaia Flow regime
• Meeting involving NZ Salmon Anglers, Trustpower, and ECan/CWMS personnel
facilitated by Scott Pearson (NCFG) earlier in day was noted.
• The meeting will result in a list of issues identified by NZSA around water quality,
water quantity and general matters affecting the Rakaia river system “from
mountains to the sea”.

2.

Fish exclusion (screens) discussion
• Three processes underway in ECan
i. Compliance/ consent rules
ii. New major consents
iii. Potential review of 2007 fish screen guidelines
• Last item a Regional matter via 3 Working Groups of Regional Committee:
i. BEWG (lead)
ii. RIWG
iii. Braided River Working Group
• Andrew Curtis expressed the willingness of INZ to coordinate a “Fish Exclusion
Working Group”. It was determined that INZ could proceed with a set up stage for
this work by convening a meeting and bring back a scope of work and terms of
reference to the Regional process under CWMS

3.

Infrastructure Update (dated 7 July 2017) document tabled and key items explained by
ECan staff.
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Infrastructure Working Group briefing paper – 7 July 2017
Portfolio
Portfolio Director

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Stefanie Rixecker

Programme
Programme Manager

CWMS Infrastructure

Authors

Brett Painter (Project Leader CWMS Assessments), Dennis Jamieson
(Project Leader CWMS Infrastructure)
Dann Olykan (Principal Strategy Advisor Water, CWMS)
Dennis Jamieson

Endorsed by
Peer-reviewed by

Purpose
To provide updates regarding CWMS infrastructure activities and opportunities.
1. HURUNUI-WAIAU/KAIKOURA
• Amuri Irrigation Corporation (AIC) are constructing their 130 km pipe network.
• HWP have identified ~15,000 ha (7.5 m3/s) of demand south of the Hurunui River
and are assessing large on-plains storage as an alternative to Waitohi storage.
Shareholder expected land use: sheep and beef 50%, arable 26%, dairy 11%, mixed
8%, deer 6%, other 0.3%.
• Emu Plain scheme are contracted with the Irrigation Acceleration Fund (CIIL) for preresource consent application investigations. October 2017 completion expected.
• The CWMS Infrastructure Integration assessment for the Hurunui-Waiau Zone
Committee is nearing completion.
• The 6 July 2017 Supreme Court decision - Hawkeʼs Bay Regional Investment
Company Limited v Royal Forest And Bird Protection Society of NZ Inc confirmed the
Court of Appeal’s decision that the Conservation Act allowed the responsible minister
to revoke protected status "only where its intrinsic conservation values no longer
warrant such protection". This has implications for storage size and position at
Glenrae unless the relevant law is changed or the Public Works Act is utilised.
2. WAIMAKARIRI
• The appellant is expected to report back to the Environment Court in mid-July on the
Waimakariri Irrigation Limited (WIL) 8.2 M m3 storage resource consent appeal.
• A conceptual study on MAR potential (connected to the WIL scheme) is underway.
3. SELWYN-WAIHORA
• Central Plains Water (CPW) Sheffield Scheme (4,000 ha and 2 M m3 storage)
completion expected September 2017 and Stage 2+ (20,000 ha) completion
expected by September 2018.
• During the 2015/16 irrigation season, CPW Stage 1 resulted in 75% (60 Mm3) of
groundwater in the area being replaced by scheme water. Electricity disconnections
from CPW Stage 1 shareholders now exceed 7 MW (March 2017) with a similar
capacity connected but not used. Further disconnections are expected prior to
capacity charge invoicing at the beginning of the 2017 irrigation season.
• The Broadacres Targeted Stream Augmentation (TSA) project (Selwyn River
tributary upstream from Chamberlains Ford): All necessary approvals and consents
are complete. Construction of the groundwater bore, solar panels, pump and pump
shed are complete. The discharge piping and security fencing will be installed once
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•

the spring stops flowing naturally. Riparian planting will be undertaken early Spring
(see photos).
Selwyn/Waikirikiri Near River Recharge project: concept designs are progressing for
initial landowner and stakeholder discussions.

4. ASHBURTON ZONE
• Barrhill Chertsey Irrigation’s resource consent application for a 1.6 M m3 Akarana
storage pond near Methven is expected to be considered by an independent
commissioner in August.
• Ashburton-Hinds Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) project: Monitoring shows that
Nitrate-Nitrogen concentrations in key groundwater bores remain at low levels. Year
1 reporting will be presented to MAR Governance Group on 21 July then AZC / ADC.
• The Hinds MAR Governance Group are preparing a catchment-wide implementation
concept, initially focussing on the MAR potential of land beside irrigation ponds and
in ADC gravel reserves. An Irrigation Acceleration Fund (MPI) application is
underway to support this work. On 30 June ADC Councillors confirmed catchment
wide availability of 500 l/s stockwater for MAR, to be reviewed by June 2018.
• Stage 1 south Hinds Near River Recharge infrastructure was constructed in May (see
photos). Consenting and stage 2 construction are currently underway.
• Rangitata Diversion Race Klondyke storage hearing has been deferred to early 2018
so that fish screen matters can be considered further.
• Ashburton Lyndhurst Irrigation (ALIL) expect to complete piping of their ~30,000 ha
scheme by September 2017.
5. SOUTH CANTERBURY
• The first mediation between RSIS owners and shareholders has concluded.
• The OTOP Conceptual Infrastructure Design and Costing study has formally been
approved by the Irrigation Acceleration Fund (Crown Irrigation Investments). The new
project will provide initial design and costs for providing high reliability ‘top-up’ water
to replace current groundwater abstraction in the Orari / Temuka catchments. It will
also provide initial cost estimates of an extension of this scheme to Pleasant Point.
• Commissioning is complete for an upgraded Opuha downstream weir (+6 M m3
reservoir capacity plus peak fresh increase from 30 to 50 m3/s).
• In response to a discussion about bringing Waitaki system water into OTOP at the 14
March joint Mackenzie District Council/ECan council meeting, an Issues and
Engagement Summary was collated by ECan staff and released on 29 March to
inform future conversations.
• Hunter Downs Water are considering the ramifications of responses to their recent
prospectus disclosure statement (PDS). HDW have been given acquiring authority
status under the Public Works Act (announced 12 June).
File reference

https://punakorero/groups/CWMS/WaterInfra/RIWG_InfrastructureUpdate7July2017.
docx

Peer review

Brett Painter, Dennis Jamieson
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Broadacres TSA site location

Broadacres TSA site (29 June 2017). Pump shed added since. Discharge pipe, security fence and riparian planting to
come.
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South Hinds Near River Recharge concept (26 May 2017)
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Agenda Item No: 12a

Subject Matter: Facilitators Update

Report to:

Date of Meeting: 8 August 2017

Report by:

Regional Water Management
Committee

Lesley Woudberg, Team Leader CWMS Facilitators,
Environment Canterbury

Purpose
Provide the Regional Committee with information on upcoming events.

Report
Upcoming Events
Event
25 August Mayoral Forum

Audience
Canterbury Mayors

August/September
Refresh process begins for 9 zone
committees
19 August
Film Festival - Seven Rivers Walking
Selwyn Seminar Series
17 August Central Plains Water
31 August Farming to Limits
14 September A first Step ... what more
needs to be done
12 September
WG meetings
BEWG
Braided Rivers
Infrastructure
13 September
WG meetings
Education and Communication
Recreation and Amenity
23 September
General Election
4 October
Proposed Chairs/Deputies meeting (TBC)
? March
Proposed Zone Committee Symposium
(TBC)

Community members
interested in joining a
zone committee
Community

Comment
Reporting progress
on the CWMS

Community

Regional Committee
members

Regional Committee
members

ZC Chairs Deputies
ZC Members
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